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About This Game

Arraynium is a puzzle game that requires one simple task: get the left hand side of blocks to match the right hand side.
We designed Arraynium to offer a new puzzle challenge to all of the brain & logic game fans.

#How to PLAY#
The controls are simple, but they require lots of strategy and thinking as you progress through the levels. Simply click on a block

on the left hand side and it will jump 2 colors, and all the blocks touching will change 1 color.

#Puzzle That Will Make You THINK#
You have already mastered many puzzle games? We dare you to try Arraynium. We know that this type of thinking puzzle will

not be an easy target, even for the smartest and best puzzle match game players.

#Tons of LEVELS#
Puzzles would not be interesting if the levels are not variable and unpredictable. We worked hard to make the levels challenging,

hard, but also extremely entertaining.

#Smooth GAMEPLAY#
The gameplay of the game is really smooth. You will learn how to play and get into the game easily. However, mastering it

won`t be easy.

#LEADERBOARDS and Achievements
What’s the point in playing brain challenging games when you can’t brag about your score and climb up on the leaderboard?
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That’s why Arraynium features leaderboards and achievements to give you that extra motivation.

#Captivating and Unique MUSIC#
The music is done by the legendary game composer Chris Hülsbeck.

Arraynium is one of the new puzzle brain challenge, match games that everyone should try out. One thing we guarantee is that
you’ll always want to do better even on the levels you’ve already passed. It’s the challenging and interesting nature of this lovely

puzzle game that will urge to do that.
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Publisher:
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Dont worth time downloading.. I love this software is really easy to learn...
Is a good choice to start making sprite animations and is really smooth and powerful!

9/10 recommended :D. Cute storyline!. Please see the one negative review and the response from the developer. Pretty much
sums it up.. A good laugh to be had with friends.

Single player could be expanded on more just a little, as in a couple of different modes, or perhaps the ability to add in custom
maps in the future.

Yet to play the Multiplayer side, but from what I've seen it looks to be a fun and entertaining game for those moments when all
you need are some laughs.
. This isn't a game, it's a demo. I'm sure the dev team could add more, but it looks like they have given up.. Unplayable. An
absolute mess. Even for £1.00 this is a rip-off.
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As on my previous Review, I have to warn you NOT TO PLAY ON MULTIPLAYER. People will destroy your base, and if you
saw my previous review, I was wrong about wildcard getting better. Other than that pretty good!

I thought Wildcard was getting better, at least.. Sorry Devs - this is more of a demo that a game.

Needs some polish and more content even before it becomes early access.

Movement is via gliding wherever you are looking and doesn't feel natural (made me feel motion sick even with my cast iron
stomach).. I thought this game was fun, I only wish I had a little more space to fight in. There are problem with the game like,
the animations are pretty bad and there is not any variation of the map or of the enemies, but there is in the swords you use,
which is great. If you would like to watch my video Gameplay/review its here: https://youtu.be/H5GcNZtD7Ps

. This gaem is fantastic. better than call of duty. it is also very realistic as putin would definately do this. :). To confusing. Abe
VR presents presents interesting sci-fi philosophy in a short and sweet immersive experience, I highly recommend you give this
one a shot.
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